Let’s Create a Circus!
Fun under the Big Top

RAINBOW HAIR

TOPIC
Clown Face Painting

RED NOSE

WOW EYES

WACKY LIPS

FLOPPY EARS
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Fun under the Big Top

- Why?
- What?
- Topic: Clown Face Painting
- Where?
- Who?
- When?
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My Multiple Intelligences

Topic
CLOWN FACE PAINTING

Music Smart
Body Smart
Picture Smart
Math Smart
Nature Smart
Word Smart
People
Self Smart
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Fun under the Big Top

INVESTIGATE

CREATE

TOPIC
Clown Face Painting

MAKE

FUN! GAMES!

SHOW IT
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OUR PROJECT PLAN

STEP 1

STEP 2

TOPIC
Clown Face Painting

STEP 4

STEP 3

TA-DA!
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FINAL REFLECTIONS

What you did

What surprised you?

What puzzles you?

What would you do different?

What like to do next?
Let's Create a Circus!

OBJECTIVES

LITERACY

MATH-LOGIC

TOPIC
Clown Face Painting

INTEREST

SUBJECT

PERFORMANCE
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